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A Parametric Study of Solute Redistribution During
Transient Liquid Phase Diffusion Bonding Process
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A parametric study is performed to investigate the solute
redistribution during the transient liquid phase (TLP) dif-
fusion bonding process. The macroscopic solute diffusion in
the liquid and the solid phase, as well as the solid transfor-
mation to the liquid due to solute macrosegregation, are con-
sidered in this study. The effects of the following parameters
are considered" ratio of solute diffusivity in liquid and solid
state alloy ( DI/Ds), holding temperatures (0), a com-
bined parameter related to solidus and liquidus slopes in the
phase diagram (), and the re-melting and re-solidification
time (-). The thickness ofthe pure liquid zone and the mushy
zone of the TLP diffusion bonding process are demonstrated
with respect to the above-mentioned parameters. It is shown
numerically that the holding time, the holding temperature,
and solute diffusivity ratio influence the solute distribution
strongly, which in turn influences the liquid zone and mushy
zone thickness significantly. It is concluded that for the TLP
diffusion bonding process, the optimal technique parame-
ters are high holding temperature, long holding time, and a
large liquidus and solidus temperature slope ratio (ml/ms)
of the interlayer material.

Keywords Parametric study, Solute redistribution, TLP process, Dif-
fusion bonding

INTRODUCTION
Among many bonding techniques, the transient liquid phase

(TLP) process is unique in the sense of producing similar or
even the same microstructure within the bonding interface. It
is well known that in commercial welding technology, the
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microstructure and crystal growing direction are changed due to
non-uniform heating and cooling processes (Milton Lima et al.,
1998). This usually gives rise to lower bonding strength, in par-
ticular in high temperature environments. Owing to the solid
and liquid state diffusion, film molten zone and explicit crystal
growth during the TLP process, single crystal growth is possible
(Gale and Abdo, 1999; Bradley, 1988; Zheng et al., 1987; and
Ruan et al., 1996). The motivation ofthe present study is trying to
develop an enabling technology to bond two single crystal bulk
materials with the maximum possible bonding strength using the
TLP process technique. Note that this is particularly important
to applications such as turbine blade systems in the aerospace
industry (Gale and Guan, 1999).

The principle of the transient liquid phase technique is to
bond two crystals by using an interlayer alloy. The melting tem-

perature of the interlayer alloy should be less than the substrate
(master) alloy. The isothermal heat treatment temperature is de-
termined to be above 30-50C of the melting point of interlayer
materials. After isothermal heat treatment, the interlayer is re-
melted and the liquid fills fully of the two interfaces of the sin-
gle crystals. The composition of bonds will reach equilibrium
composition and move along the tie line. Thus, the solidifica-
tion temperature increases and the volume of liquid decreases.
The growth is similar to that of laser re-melted metals, epitax-
ial growth based on the base materials. Finally, after sufficient
isothermal heat treatment, the liquids disappear and the two sin-
gle crystals bond into one single crystal without the formation of
re-crystallized zone at the bonds if the two single crystals have
the same orientation.

Transient liquid phase bonding has been developed to join
superalloys susceptible to hot cracking (Bradley, 1988). It is
very important to design a suitable interlayer alloy that does not
contain any deleterious phases and has a melting point lower
than that of the base metal (Gale and Wallach, 1991; Gale and
Wallach, 1990a; Gale et al., 1992; and Gale and Wallach, 1990b).
At present, the interlayer alloys that are generally used for su-
peralloys are of the Ni-Cr-Si-B system. However, the addition of
Si and B should be avoided because these elements are harmful
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impurity elements in single-crystal superalloys. Hafnium (Hf)
is a beneficial element for improving the intermediate temper-
ature creep properties and strengthening the g’ phase (Gale
and Guan, 1999). Thus, an interlayer containing Hf was devel-
oped for bonding DD3 Ni-based single crystals and the
two-phase structure had been obtained in the bonding layer
(Guan and Gale, 1999). However, the interlayer containing Hf
was developed for first-generation Ni-based superalloys that are
Re-free superalloys. Until now, there was no investigation of
interlayer materials for TLP bonding Re-containing Ni-based
superalloys. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new in-
terlayer with high properties to maintain the strength of the
bond and keep the strength to be equivalent to that of the base
alloy.

So far, almost all the earlier works concentrated on the mi-
crostructure research. Zheng et al. (1987) improved the TLP
process to bond two nickel-based single crystals without a sec-
ond phase existing in the bonds. They solved this problem by
developing an interlayer containing Hf without B and Si. They
found the melting temperature of Ni5Hf is 1130-1160C and
the maximum solubility of Hf in V’ can reach 7at%. Ohashi
et al. (1996) investigated the relationship between the disori-
entation angle at the bonding interface and joint strength. Gale
and Guan (1999) presented and investigation of transient liquid
phase bonding of single crystal NiA1 to a conventional poly-
crystalline nickel-based superalloy MM247. They proposed a
wide gap TLP bonding process in their study. In wide gap
TLP bonding, a composite interlayer consisting of a liquid-
forming matrix, plus a (nominally) non-melting constituent, is
employed.

Accurate control of the crystal growth of bonding two bulk
single crystals by the TLP is crucial to improve the product
quality, in particular in the aerospace industry, such as turbine
blade systems. Computer simulation in re-melting and solidi-
fication is useful to predict the microstructure, crystal orienta-
tion, and mechanical properties during the TLE However, so
far, numerical simulation has rarely been used in the develop-
ment of the bonding of single crystal alloys, especially in the
TLP. The primary objective of the present study is to develop a
mathematical model of the solute diffusion that can be used
for TLE The macroscopic solute diffusion in the liquid and
the solid, as well as the solid transformation to liquid due to
solute macrosegregation, are considered in this study. The ef-
fects of holding temperatures, the diffusivity ratio of liquid and
solid alloys on the holding time, the thickness of the pure liq-
uid zone, and the mush zone on the TLP bonding process are
investigated.

Centerline of interlayer thin film

Interlayer thin film

Interface of solid/liquid

Liquid zone

Master alloy

Re-melting direction

Re-solidification direction

FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of the physical domain.

the system instantaneously reaching this temperature. Typically,
the interlayer is about 30-50 lower than the master alloys’ melt-
ing temperature. Thus, it is important to choose the appropriate
holding temperature that should be between the melting temper-
ature of the interlayer and the master alloy. As shown in Fig. 1, a
liquid interlayer initially is formed in between two master alloys.
As time increases, due to the mass diffusion into the master alloy,
the melting temperature decreases near the interlayer. Thus, a
re-melting layer was formed and the interface moves into the
master alloy. Note that the thickness of this re-melting layer is
critical in determining the bonding strength of the TLP process.
Also, a mushy zone is generated due to solute redistribution in
the master alloy; this causes the coexistence of a liquid and solid
phase. Note that the formation of the mushy zone may be detri-
mental to single crystal growth and consequently decreases the
strength of the bonding layer strength.

Mathematical Formulation
The model, based on Fick’s law, including the effect of solid

remelting, is used in the present study. By adding the volume
conservation equations within the solid and liquid phase, the fol-
lowing macroscopic conservation equation for the solute con-
centration is obtained (Ni and Beckermann, 1991):

O(Pz,sCl,s) O(pl,sC,sU) Oj.
+ [1]

at Ox Ox

where t, p,, C,s, Uz, and jc are the time, liquid or solid density,
liquid or solid solute concentration, superficial liquid velocity,
and solute diffusive flux, respectively. Assuming the solid phase
is stationary and the dispersion flux is negligible, the diffusive
solute flux can be modeled as follows:

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Consider two master single crystal alloys to be joined with an

interlayer in between as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
thermal properties and mass diffusivities are constant, and the
entire system is exposed to a constant holding temperature with

OC,s
jc g,s P,s D,s -x [2]

where gl,, is the volume fraction of liquid or solid and Dz,s is
the effective solute diffusivity in the liquid or solid. When the
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mushy zone is small, we have gl,s equals one. Thus, Equation
(2) can be modeled as follows"

jc -Pl,sDl,s

For the liquid region in the master alloy (LM),

OCLM O ( DLM OLM ) [12]OCl,s. [3] 072 OX DLI OX
Ox

By assuming the thermodynamic equilibrium at the solid-
liquid interface and a uniform concentration locally in the liquid,
the liquid concentration can be related to the temperature by the
liquidus of the phase diagram as follows:

C1 (T TM)/ml, [4]

where, TM is the melting point of the pure solvent and ml is the
slope of the liquidus.

The interlayer and master alloy are assumed to be initially at
a uniform solute concentration:

CI Cio, at 0 < x < L/2, O, [5]

CM--CMo, at x >L/2, t--0. [6]

The boundary conditions in the TLP process is as follows:
Solute concentration for far away from the interlayer is as-

sumed to remain at the initial concentration CM0"

CM =CM0, at x--cxz. [7]

and for the solid region in the master alloy (SM),

0SM.._072 OxO (DsM OSM)OX
[13]

The dimensionless form of Equation (4) can be obtained,

(S,L)M 0 0 [14]

The non-dimensional initial conditions for the solute concentra-
tion in the interlayer and master alloy can be given, respectively,

I 1, at 0 < X < 1/2, 72- O, [15]

tM O, at X > 1/2, 72 O. [16]

The non-dimensional boundary conditions are as follows,

tM tMO, at X cx, [17]

OX X=O
--0. [18]

At the interlayer centerline, the concentration flux can be
obtained due to the symmetric distribution of the solute concen-
tration:

OC
O. [8]

Ox Ix=0

The equations listed above can be non-dimensionalized with
the interlayer thickness L as the characteristic length, LZ/DI
as the characteristic time, and Co as the characteristic solute
concentration. The following dimensionless distance X, time 72,

concentration , and holding temperature 0 can be defined:

x tDLI C T
0 [9]X-

L
72

L2 d/)
C O m Co

It can be seen from the dimensional analysis that four sets of
dimensionless parameters are generated: DsI/DLI, DLM/DLI,
DsM/Du, and 0. The first three parameters are the mass dif-

fusivity ratio between the solid solute and the liquid solute in
the master alloy and interlayer. The last parameter is dependent
on holding temperature and the material physical properties. In
general, the effective mass diffusivities of the liquid solute (i.e.,
DLI and DLM) can be assumed to be identical, and same as-

sumption can be made for the effective mass diffusivities of the
solid solute (i.e., Dsi and DSM). With these assumptions, the pa-
rameters are now reduced to only two: DsI/DLI and 0. Here we
redefine the first parameter as

Ol, [19]
Ds

All the equations listed above can then be non-dimensiona-
lized as follows"
For the liquid region in the interlayer (LI),

O(/)LI O2C/)LI
[10]

Or OX2

For the solid region in the interlayer (SI),

0SI 0 (DsIOSI).072 OX DLI OX
[11]

where D and Ds denote the mass diffusivity of the liquid and
the solid, respectively. Physically, this parameter denotes the
relative mass diffusion penetration capabilities of the liquid so-
lute versus the solid solute. The larger the ratio, the faster the
solute concentration penetrates further into the mass alloy. The
second parameter is the dimensionless holding temperature. In
this study, we will limit our investigation to the effect of the
holding temperatures (0), the relative mass diffusion penetra-
tion capability ( D/Ds), and the holding time (72) to the
solute redistribution in the interlayer and master alloy for three
different types of aluminum alloys (A1-Cu (4.5% wt), A1-Mg
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(4.5% wt), and A1-Si (2.0% wt) alloys), which are equivalent to
36, 46, and 56, respectively.

TABLE I
Grid size and time step convergence tests

Numerical Method and Grid Convergence Tests
The governing equations are solved numerically by the ex-

plicit finite volume method (Patankar, 1980). In calculation, we
assume that the solute diffusion coefficient in solid or liquid is
the same; DII DL4, Dsi DsM. The computational domain
is chosen in such way that it is large enough (i.e., from 3000 #m
to 20,000 #m) to ensure the penetration depth is small enough in
comparison to the total computation domain. For representative
purposes, only the A1-Cu alloy phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
Note that in order to calculate the liquidus and solidus temper-
ature for the solute, linear regressions for both curves are used:

Liquidus: TI TA- m x CA1 [20]

Solidus: Ts TAt- ms x CAl [211

t, (sec)
Ax, (/zm)
Maximum error of

solute concentration
from solid/liquid in
master alloy

0.05 0.1 0.5
0.5 0.1 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5
3.7% 2.2% 2.3% 1.3% 2.4% 1.6%

A1-Cu (4.5 wt%) alloy in the unidirectional solidification without
the effect of re-melting. The agreements between the present
model and Havard and Asbjorn’s results were found to be very
good (not shown). With this agreement and the grid convergence
tests shown before, we are confident that this numerical model
is valid to further compute the solute redistribution during the
TLE

where To, Ts, and TAi denote liquidus, solidus, and pure alu-
minum melting temperatures, respectively, mz and ms are the
slopes of the liquidus and solidus curves in the phase diagram,
and CA is the solute concentration (in wt%). Note that the
TAZ, mz, ms, Dz, and Ds for different alloys can be obtained from
Table III.

To ensure the grid size and time step are small enough for
the convergence of the solution, a detailed grid convergence
tests have been performed as shown in Table I. It can be seen
from the table that when the grid size changes from 0.025 #m
to 0.5 #m and the time steps vary from 0.05 sec to sec, the
numerical error being less than 3.7%. Thus, a grid size oEAx
0.25 /xm and a time step of At sec are used throughout
the present study to ensure the grid independence. This model
is further verified by comparing the numerical results presented
by Havard and Asbjorn (1997) for the solute redistribution of

Atomic Percent Copper

I10D --

40 n O0 ’D 60 80’ 10(]

A] Weight Percent Copper Ctl

FIGURE 2
A1-Cu phase diagrams.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to quantify the effect of macro-scale solute diffu-

sion on the solid/liquid interface movement, re-melting layer,
and mush zone thickness, as well as the solidification time, the
solute concentration distributions in the interlayer and master al-
loy are investigated. In this study, a one-dimensional model has
been modified to account for the macroscopic solute diffusion in
the liquid and the solid, as well as for the solid transformation to
the liquid due to the solute macrosegregation. This model is then
applied to A1-4.5 pct Cu, A1-4.5 pct Mg, and A1-2.0 pct Si inter-
layer alloy ( 35, 46, and 56, respectively), and a pure A1 mas-
ter material, which is held at different non-dimensional temper-
atures (0) corresponding to 40.720, 41.035, 41.351, and 41.667,
respectively. A parameter, q) (N) (m), is defined in the
present study to introduce the combined effect of the mass dif-
fusion ratio of the liquid and solid phase, and the slope ratio be-
tween liquidus and solidus lines in the phase diagram. The corre-

sponding values of q) of different materials are shown in Table III.

The Solute Redistribution from the Centerline of Interface
Figure 3 demonstrates the solute spatial concentration dis-

tribution for two kinds of alloys, 35 and 56 at four
different non-dimensional holding temperatures (0 40.720,
41.035, 41.351, and 41.667) and three different non-dimensional
holding times (r 12600, 50400, and 126000). It can be seen
from the figure that the solute concentration decreases progres-
sively as the holding temperature increases. This is because the
higher holding temperature leads to a larger liquid state solute
region, which has higher effective solute mass diffusivity (i.e.,
D >> Ds). This effect is more pronounced at longer times (i.e.,
longer than r 126000) as shown in the figure. The solute
concentration decreases as the time increases in the interlayer
region where very significant mass penetration occurs, and in
contrast, for master alloys, the solute concentration increases as
time increases. This causes the re-melting of the master alloy in
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TABLE II
The dimensionless solute concentration intervals for different alloy in different phase regions at various dimensionless

holding temperatures

Dimensionless
Dimensionless temperature, 0

concentration, b 0.9755 0.6600 0.3442 0.0290

=35

46

56

Liquid zone b > 0.9756 b > 0.6600 b > 0.3444 q5 > 0.0284
Mush zone 0.1836 < q5 < 0.9756 0.1242 < q < 0.6600 0.0647 < 05 < 0.3440 0.0053 < b < 0.0171
Solid zone b < 0.1836 q5 < 0.1242 q < 0.0647 05 < 0.0053
Liquid zone q > 0.5862 b > 0.3964 4) > 0.2069 b > 0.0171
Mush zone 0.2533 < q5 < 0.5862 0.1713 < b < 0.3964 0.2069 < 05 < 0.0893 0.0073 < b < 0.0171
Solid zone b < 0.2533 q5 < 0.1713 b < 0.0893 q5 < 0.0073
Liquid zone b > 0.9945 b > 0.6725 05 > 0.3510 4 > 0.0290
Mush zone 0.1955 < q5 < 0.9945 0.1320 < q5 < 0.6725 0.0690 < 05 < 0.3510 0.0055 < 4 < 0.0290
Solid zone b < 0.1955 b < 0.1320 q < 0.0690 q5 < 0.0055

the short time when the solute concentration in the master alloy
exceeds the melting point concentration at the holding temper-
ature. Similarly, re-solidification occurs at longer times when
the solute concentration is below the solidus curve. All these
phenomena will be discussed in greater detail later. In addition,
the solute concentration distribution is related to diffusivity and
the phase diagram (see Fig. 2).

The solute concentration gradient at the moving liquid/solid
interface is tracked and shown in Fig. 4. It is worth pointing
out that the concentration gradient at the solid/liquid interface is
the driving force for the re-melting and re-solidification of the
master alloy in the TLP. It can be seen from this figure that with
increasing holding times, the solute concentration gradient de-
creases quickly, and becomes constant at larger holding times.
With the increase of holding temperatures, the solute concentra-
tion gradient decreases. This means at greater holding tempera-
tures, the concentration gradient becomes smaller. This reveals
that at lower holding temperatures the solute mass diffusion is
stronger. Note that this does not mean that the concentration
is lower for low holding temperatures since a greater holding
temperature has a larger liquid region, which has a higher effec-
tive solute diffusion coefficient (see Fig. 3). An interesting phe-
nomenon observed in this figure is that for the curve of the hold-
ing temperature at 0 40.720 for alloy p 19.888, the solute
concentration gradient decreases significantly from beginning
and moves close to zero after r 16000. This is because the re-

solidification phenomena occur when the solute concentration
falls below to its solidus concentration value (see Fig. 3). Table II
shows the solute concentration intervals for interlayer alloy in
different phase regions at various holding temperatures. On the
other hand, as the parameter q)= () () increases, the so-
lute concentration gradient increases. It is because with the in-
crease of solute diffusivity in the liquid state (or the decrease
of solute diffusivity in the solid state), solute atoms will dif-
fuse toward to liquid/solid interface quickly. However, because
of the relatively small solute diffusivity in the solid state, these
solute atoms will concentrate at the liquid side around the
liquid/solid interface, and form the macrosegreation. This in-
creases the solute concentration gradient near the solid/liquid
interface. The increase of the liquidus slope (or the decrease
of the solidius slope) will cause the decrease of the mush zone
thickness (or the solidification point will move toward the high
concentration region). This causes the solute concentration to
increase quickly at the liquid/solid interface.

The Effect of Solute Diffusion on Solid/Liquid
Interface Movement

As mentioned above, the solute diffusion causes the melt-
ing temperature change in the interlayer and master alloy (see
Table I and Eqs. (20) and (21)). Because of the decrease of
the solute concentration in the interlayer, its melting temper-
ature increases; while at master alloy, its melting temperature

Alloys

A1-Cu
A1-Mg
A1-Si

TABLE III
Some parameters related to the phase diagrams and the alloys

m m D Ds TA
(C/wt%) (C/wt%) (mm2/s) (mma/s) (C)

3.520 18.71 0.0035 0.0001 660.452
5.858 13.55 0.0046 0.0001 660.452
7.770 39.55 0.0056 0.0001 660.452

6.5850
19.888
11.002
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FIGURE 3
The solute spatial non-dimensional concentration distribution

for two alloys at different non-dimensional holding
temperatures and holding times.

decreases due to increases in solute concentration. Thus, the
master alloy may be molten where is contiguous to the in-
terlayer depending on the holding temperature applied. If the
holding temperature is greater than the melting temperature ad-
jacent to the interlayer, the master alloy will be molten; this
results in the solid/liquid interface movement. Figure 5 indi-
cates the solid/liquid interface movement at different holding
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FII3URE 4
The non-dimensional solute concentration gradient at the

moving liquid/solid interface.

temperatures and holding times for two different interlayer al-
loys (i.e., 35 and 46). It can be seen that with the increase of
the holding temperature, the solid/liquid interface moves further
into the master alloy as holding time increases until it reaches a
maximum re-melting layer thickness. After this maximum thick-
ness is reached, the re-melting layer thickness starts to decrease,
so the re-solidification process begins. This will continue un-
til all the material solidifies (for both interlayer and master al-
loy, shown in Fig. 5 as arrows pointed). This phenomenon is
caused by the solute concentration re-distribution as the mass
diffusion of solute penetrates further into the master alloy. Note
that the solute concentration in the interlayer decreases as the
holding time increases, and the solute concentration of the mas-
ter alloy in the region near the interlayer increases in the early
stages (Jen and Jiao, 2001). Thus, it causes the re-melting layer
to grow. However, the solute concentration decreases as time
progresses, and, eventually, the driving mass concentration in
the interlayer falls below the liquidus concentration. Thus, at
that point, the re-melting layer starts to solidify. These can be
seen clearly in the figure, for example, for the case with
46, 0 40.720, 46, 0 41.035; and 35, 0 40.720.
In these curves, the re-melting layer starts to grow from the be-
ginning until the maximumre-melting layer thickness is reached.
After this holding time, it starts to solidify until the complete
re-melting layer disappears. For the same alloy, the increase
of the holding temperature causes the maximum thickness of
re-melting layer to increase, which requires much greater hold-
ing time. For example, for the case of a holding temperature
0 40.720 (low holding temperature), the time required for
reaching the maximum re-melting layer is much less than the
case of a high holding temperature (0 41.035).

The graph shown in Fig. 6 is a partial enlargement of Fig. 5 in
the dotted line area. It depicts the effect of the holding temper-
ature and time on the thickness of the mush zone in the master
alloy material. Note that the mush zone thickness is critical for
single crystal growth in the master alloy. In general, the mush
zone is detrimental to the formation of a single crystal alloy,
and thus should be either avoided or eliminated in some way to
optimize the strength of the bonding. The arrows in the figure
show the merging point of the liquid zone and the mush zone.
That means that beyond this point the thickness of the liquid
zone and the mush zone is equal, which indicates the pure liq-
uid zone disappears. It can be seen from this figure that there
is a pure liquid zone in the interlayer region at the beginning
of the holding time and the thickness of the mush zone is equal
to zero. With the increase of the holding time, the thickness of
the liquid zone and the mush zone increase progressively, then
the thickness of the pure liquid zone decreases until these two
curves merge with each other. Furthermore, with the increase
of the value, the required holding time to the merging point
increases, but the thickness at the merging point decreases. That
means a pure liquid zone will remain for a long time for a large
value of , which is beneficial for diffusion bonding. The reason
for this phenomenon occurs is that the increase of the solute
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FIGURE 5
The effect of the non-dimensional holding time on the non-dimensional thickness of mush zone and liquid zone for different

alloys at different holding temperature. (Arrows show the solidification time.)

diffusivity ratio (by decreasing D or increasing D) will de-
crease the penetration depth of solute atoms in the solid state.
Thus, it takes a longer holding time for the solid phase concen-
tration to reach the solute concentration of a two-phase zone,
thereby decreasing the re-melting layer thickness at the merg-
ing point. In addition, for the same interlayer alloy, the holding
time and the thickness of the mush zone at the merging point
increases with increasing holding temperature. This is because
with the increased holding temperature, the liquid state region
increases (see Fig. 2 and Table II). For the same reason, it needs
a much longer time for the solid phase concentration to reach
the solute concentration of a two-phase zone. From the design
point for single crystal bonding, the holding temperature should
be as close to the melting temperature of the master alloy as
possible, since the pure liquid phase layer is the largest. This is
favorable, since a single crystal can be re-grown from the single
crystal master alloy.

The Re-melting and Re-solidification Time
Figure 7 shows the maximum re-melting thickness and the

holding time to achieve this thickness with respect to ms/mz
(i.e., for three different kinds of interlayer alloys). It can be seen
from the figure that the maximum re-melting layer thickness
has a linear relationship with the ratio of the slope of the solidus
and liquidus lines and the layer thickness increases with this
ratio. The time required to achieve this thickness also increases
with this ratio. Furthermore, the increase of holding tempera-
ture increases the maximum thickness of the re-melting layer,
as well as the holding time required to achieve this thickness.
The increase in solidus line slope means that the solute concen-
tration required for solid phase at a given holding temperature
decreases and this means the region in which solid and liquid
phase coexists increases.

Note that it is desirable to have a larger re-melting layer
(stronger bonding) and shorter holding time (less energy
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FIGURE 6
The effect of the non-dimensional holding time on the non-dimensional thickness of mush zone and liquid zone for different

alloys at different holding temperature. (Arrows show the pure liquid zone disappears.) (Enlargement of Figure 5)

consumption). However, as can be seen from the figure, it is
virtually impossible to achieve both goals. Instead, a judgment
must be made to choose preferred conditions to obtain the most
economical solution.

CONCLUSIONS
A parametric study is performed to investigate the solute re-

distribution during the transient liquid phase (TLP) diffusion
bonding process. The macroscopic solute diffusion in the liq-
uid and the solid phase, as well as for the solid transformation
to the liquid due to solute macrosegregation, are considered in
this study. The effects of the following parameters are consid-
ered" ratio of solute diffusivity in liquid and solid state alloy (
D/Ds), holding temperatures (0), a combined parameter related
to phase diagram (qg), and the re-melting and re-solidification
time (r). The thickness of the pure liquid zone and the mush
zone of the TLP diffusion bonding process are demonstrated

with respect to the above-mentioned parameters. Several major
conclusions from the present study can be drawn as follows"

The solute concentration decreases as the holding tem-

perature increases. Near the interlayer, the solute con-
centration decreases as holding time increases, while
away from the interlayer, the solute concentration in-
creases with holding time.
The solute concentration gradient decreases as the hold-
ing temperature increases at the solid/liquid interface.
This reveals that the re-solidification process is slower
for higher holding temperatures, which leads to much
longer TLP process times. Also, the solute concentra-
tion gradient increases as the liquid phase solute diffu-
sivity and the slope of liquidus increase.
In general, the thickness of the mush zone increases
with the holding time. At lower holding tempera-
tures, the mush zone occupies a great portion of the
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The ratio of the slope of the solidus and liquidus
in the phase diagram,

FIGURE 7
The effect of the ratio of the slope of the solidus and liquidus on non-dimensional maximum thickness of re-melting layer and

with respect to the holding time.

re-melting layer. When the holding temperature ap-
proaches the melting point of master alloy, the pure liq-
uid layer becomes the dominant layer in the re-melting
layer.
With increased holding temperature, the solid/
liquid interface moves further into the master alloy with
respect to time until it reaches a maximum
re-melting layer thickness. After this maximum thick- C
ness is reached, the re-melting layer thickness D
starts to decrease, when the re-solidification process g
begins, j.
The maximum re-melting layer thickness increases L
linearly with the ratio of the slope of the solidus and mt
liquidus (m/ms). The time required to achieve this ms
thickness also increases with the ratio. Furthermore,
the increase of holding temperature increases the max- T

imum thickness ofthe re-melting layer and the required
holding time to achieve this thickness.
The optimal parameters for the TLP bonding process
are high holding temperatures, long holding times, and
large (mz/mL) interlayer materials.

NOMENCLATURE
solute concentration
effective solute diffusivity
volume fraction of liquid or solid
solute diffusive flux
interlayer thickness
slope of the liquidus
slope of the soludius
time
holding temperature
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X

liquidus temperature
melting point of the pure solvent
solidus temperature
superficial liquid velocity
spatial coordinate perpendicular to the solid/liquid
interface
dimensionless x-coordinate

Greek Symbols
dimensionless thickness
dimensionless concentration
dimensionless parameter, () ()
dimensionless holding temperature
density
dimensionless time
ratio of solute diffusivity in liquid and solid state alloy,
D/Ds

Subscripts
Al pure aluminum
I interlayer
I0 initial condition of interlayer

liquid phase
LI interlayer in liquid state
LM master alloy in liquid state
M master alloy
m melting point of master alloy
M0 initial condition of master alloy
s solid phase
SI interlayer in solid state
SM master alloy in solid state
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